Understanding extraterrestrial environments and landforms through remote sensing and terrestrial analogy has gained momentum in recent years due to advances in remote sensing platforms, sensors, and computing efficiency. The seasonal brines of the largest salt plateau on Earth in Salar de Uyuni (Bolivian Altiplano) have been inadequately studied for their localized hydrodynamics and the regolith volume transport across the freshwater-brine mixing zones. These brines have recently been projected as a new analogue site for the proposed Martian brines, such as recurring slope lineae (RSL) and slope streaks. The Martian brines have been postulated to be the result of ongoing deliquescence-based salt-hydrology processes on contemporary Mars, similar to the studied Salar de Uyuni brines. As part of a field-site campaign during the cold and dry season in the latter half of August 2017, we deployed an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) at two sites of the Salar de Uyuni to perform detailed terrain mapping and geomorphometry. We generated high-resolution (2 cm/pixel) photogrammetric digital elevation models (DEMs) for observing and quantifying short-term terrain changes within the brines and their surroundings. The achieved co-registration for the temporal DEMs was considerably high, from which precise inferences regarding the terrain dynamics were derived. The observed average rate of bottom surface elevation change for brines was~1.02 mm/day, with localized signs of erosion and deposition. Additionally, we observed short-term changes in the adjacent geomorphology and salt cracks. We conclude that the transferred regolith volume via such brines can be extremely low, well within the resolution limits of the remote sensors that are currently orbiting Mars, thereby making it difficult to resolve the topographic relief and terrain perturbations that are produced by such flows on Mars. Thus, the absence of observable erosion and deposition features within or around most of the proposed Martian RSL and slope streaks cannot be used to dismiss the possibility of fluidized flow within these features.
Introduction
Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) or drones have revolutionized the possibilities of remote imaging and terrain modeling due to several advantages over the conventional spaceborne and aerial platforms [1, 2] . Spaceborne platforms suffer from various limitations, such as fixed revisit times, cloud-and weather-related noise (except for microwave imaging), and extremely high costs for sub-meter resolution data. Similarly, conventional airborne platforms, such as helicopters and aircrafts, cannot fly in bad weather or below low-level clouds and have extremely high operational costs for image acquisition on a repeating basis. UAVs are remotely piloted reusable motorized aerial vehicles that are lightweight and easily transportable to remote places and can carry various types of payloads and cameras that are designed for specific purposes [1] . Thus, UAVs are adaptable to various research needs in terms of providing flexibility with timings of data acquisition, revisits, data/sensor types (multispectral, photogrammetric stereos, thermal/night imaging, hyperspectral, microwave, and light detection and ranging (LiDAR)), flying altitudes, viewing angles, and overlap dimensions. UAVs have the potential to act as a bridging platform between spatially discontinuous field observations and spatially continuous but costlier and coarser spaceborne remote sensing. Most importantly, the acquisition and operational costs of such automated systems are considerably lower, thereby providing better imaging options to a wide variety of user groups. For these reasons, in recent years a multitude of UAV-based studies have emerged in nearly all natural science domains, such as agriculture e.g., [3] [4] [5] , forestry e.g., [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , urban mapping e.g., [11] , geomorphology e.g., [12] , glaciology e.g., [1] , submerged vegetation mapping e.g., [13, 14] ; physical geography e.g., [15] , mine monitoring e.g., [16, 17] , landscape dynamics e.g., [18] , archaeology e.g., [19] , bathymetry e.g., [20] , and coastal dynamics e.g., [21, 22] . An unprecedented growth in computational efficiency in recent years has resulted in several software and hardware packages that are capable of handling vast amounts of UAV data and enabling the processing and generation of precise high-resolution structure-from-motion (SfM)-based digital elevation models (DEMs) and orthomosaics of any terrain [23] . Interested readers can obtain more information on the features of various commercial UAVs, their hardware components and specifications, and their interdisciplinary applications from several key research papers and review articles e.g., [1, 2, [24] [25] [26] [27] . Here, our objective is to derive high-resolution geomorphometric information about a briny salt flat environment in cold arid conditions that are similar to those on Mars using UAV data.
Salt flats are one of the most dynamic, mineral-rich, and heterogeneous landforms [28] , often displaying strong fluvio-aeolian interactions [29] . In fact, such fluvio-aeolian interactions in drylands, such as Salar de Uyuni, have important environmental and ecological implications and deserve focused research at various spatiotemporal scales [30] . Vast salt flats account for nearly half of the world's lithium reserves [31] and also provide significant quantities of boron and potash [32] . The high economic importance of salt flats, in addition to the high ecological and tourist value of their associated peripheral brines and saline water lagoons, explains the recent global interest in salt flat hydrogeology [32] . Salt flats are of two broad types: Coastal and continental. The main focus of remote sensing-based monitoring of saline environments on earth has been on the coastal environs to observe land degradation e.g., [33] , vegetation mapping of tidal flats and salt marshes e.g., [34, 35] , environmental changes e.g., [36] , species identification and mapping e.g., [37] , land use/land cover changes e.g., [38] , topography and geomorphology e.g., [39] , and land deformations e.g., [40] . Nevertheless, the sequential study of continental salt flats is equally relevant for several research areas. Playas or dry salt lakes, as zones of groundwater discharge, act as important sources of water in cold arid regions, such as South American salt flats, where playa groundwater and brines support the mining industry and local flora and fauna [41] . Information about hydrology and groundwater table changes in continental salt flats are of substantial importance in monitoring local aquifer changes e.g., [42] and salt losses from the crust e.g., [43] . Such salt flats are also rich in various minerals and their mapping and monitoring can facilitate precise mineralogical estimation e.g., [44] . In addition, natural weathering rates of salty rocks can provide a clue about the landscape evolution of a region e.g., [45] . Continuous monitoring of continental salt flats is also important in evaluating the effectiveness of salt-replenishment projects for conserving the local ecosystem e.g., [46] . Monitoring of continental salt flats further facilitates paleo-environmental and paleo-climatic interpretation in desert and evaporitic sediments [29] . Moreover, since a major water input to such continental salt flat systems is lateral inflow with minor contributions from direct rainfall (due to the atmospheric aridity) and the only output is evaporation [32] , the surficial and hydrological changes in salt flat systems can be used as a proxy in studying the effects of climate change [47] . Terrestrial salt crack polygons and salt flat environments can function as Martian analogues e.g., [48] to understand Martian desiccation cracks e.g., [49] and extraterrestrial life e.g., [50] . In fact, aeolian processes acting on fluvial deposits are known to aid in the formation of polygonal patterns and dunes [29] . Thus, a comprehensive and high-resolution understanding of the geomorphological features and seasonal dynamics of brine-rich salt flats not only helps us understand their responses to climatic and anthropogenic factors and characterize all aspects of the water budget, especially the elusive evaporation component, but also improves our knowledge of analogous extraterrestrial landforms, such as Martian desiccation cracks and probable brines.
Wetlands are commonly present in the margins of salt flats as a result of discharge of groundwater at the resulting freshwater-brine mixing, which is characterized by a mixing zone or saline interface [32] . Ecologically, these wetlands are some of the most sensitive regions and the monitoring of the salt flat mixing zones is of importance for managing mineral resources and associated ecosystems. In this regard, after a careful literature survey, we identify several research gaps to the best of our knowledge. First, there is no study on UAV-based high-resolution 3D and geomorphometric mapping of a continental salt flat environment. A recent study [32] has established how crucial such 3D information can be in modeling the hydrodynamics and the freshwater-brine mixing zones in salt flats. Second, there is no published research that elaborates on the short-term intra-seasonal terrain changes of the briny salt flat environment. Third, these salt flat brines were recently established as analogues for probable briny features on Mars [51, 52] and a high-resolution investigation, such as the present work, was needed to monitor their flow characteristics. Here, our aim is not to participate in the debate on whether or not such liquid brines can exist on contemporary Mars. The premise of our research is based on the fact that several studies propose surface features such as recurring slope lineae (RSL) e.g., [53, 54] and slope streaks e.g., [55] [56] [57] as plausible Martian brines with transient liquid water activity. RSL form a significant constituent of Martian "special regions" [58] [59] [60] . Moreover, there are contradictory views on whether RSL are watery flows [54, [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] , dry processes [66] , or a combination of both [67, 68] . Even if they are water related features, we have different opinions on the probable amount of liquid water flowing within them [67, [69] [70] [71] .
In order to prove or to disprove such hypotheses we must perform more rigorous analogue studies. Establishing and using a terrestrial brine environment as a Martian analogue site for such possibly briny surface features can be an important step in this direction. Identifying such research prospects of using UAVs for Mars research, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) is sending the first UAV to Mars with the agency's Mars 2020 rover mission, which is currently scheduled to launch in July 2020 [72] . We discuss this aspect of the Mars analogy in detail in the subsequent sections. Thus, the present research aims at filling the research gaps with the following objectives:
1.
To perform UAV-based high-resolution repeat survey and 3D data generation for the mixing zone of a continental salt flat environment; 2.
To generate geomorphometric parameters for the mixing zone of a continental salt flat environment; 3.
To observe short-term geomorphometric changes in the brines and their surroundings; 4.
To quantify the rate of regolith volume transport within such natural brines and to discuss their possible analogies with the proposed Martian brines.
In the following sections, we briefly introduce the study area and why it can be called a Mars brine analogue environment. We also provide details on the methods of high-resolution 3D data generation and morphometric analyses that we used in this study. We further discuss the implications of our temporal analyses for understanding the rheology of the possible Martian brines.
Study Area and Brine Seasonality
The identified Martian brine analogue environment is in Salar de Uyuni in Bolivian Altiplano (Figure 1 ). Salar de Uyuni is the largest salt flat on Earth, with an area of~10,000 km 2 [73] . This salt flat is situated at an elevation of 3653 m above sea level [74] . In this region within the southern hemisphere, the coldest and driest months are from May to September with zero rainy days on average, a mean relative humidity (RH) of~35%, and an average minimum temperature of −7.5 • C [75] (Figure 2 ). The flatness of the terrain in this vast salt flat and the homogeneous reflectance allow for in-orbit satellite calibration of multispectral sensors, radiometers, and altimeters [75] .
The mapped areas cover the lowest slopes of Cerro Tunupa, a dormant volcano, where these slopes meet the salt flat ( Figure 1 ). Figure 2 compiles all the available high-resolution satellite images for a section of these slopes and displays the significantly changing terrain within the seasons of a hydrological year. In January-February, the region experiences its highest precipitation in the form of rainfall ( Figure 2b ) and the terrain is washed-off, with a bright homogeneous salt flat that is distinctively visible (the upper panel of Figure 2a ). By the end of February (the middle panel of Figure 2a ), when the groundwater levels are at maximum and very close to the surface due to the recent rainfall events, the freshwater-brine interface lies at the external mixing zone (EMZ) at higher elevations. In July, when the temperatures are the lowest, there is absolutely no rainfall and the RH remains sufficient for promoting deliquescence and brine formation ( Figure 2b ), we start observing new dark streaks that originate at EMZ on the Tunupa slopes, which continue to grow through the winter until September-October (within the red ellipses in Figure 2a ). By December, the temperature reaches its highest value and active evaporation leads to fading and disappearance of the shallow brines, which leave behind freshly precipitated salts (the blue ellipse in Figure 2a ). During these months, we also observe the shifting of the freshwater-brine interface to the internal mixing zone (IMZ) at lower elevations.
The idea behind the present work was to study the Salar de Uyuni brines as analogues for the proposed Martian brines. RSL on Mars are seasonal, like Salar de Uyuni brines, but are relatively smaller understandably because of extremely low possible water volumes in the RSL. Another kind of proposed brines on Mars called slope streaks are not seasonal but are just a one-time phenomenon and are of the order of same magnitudes as Salar de Uyuni brines. Thus, in slope streak there are only one time terrain changes which occur and since we do not see any remarkable changes in the best Martian images of~25 cm/pixel resolutions for a wide majority of slope streaks, it again tells us that the terrain changes are very minute possibly due to low volume of liquid water and need better spatial resolutions to get resolved. Thus, the prime requisites for an earth analogue to study these proposed Martian brines is that it has to be seasonal (like RSL) and it has to be studied while the water volumes in it are still lower (like both, RSL and slope streaks) during the formation season. In fact, the water volume that should be present in RSL throughout the season will still be lower than the volume, which the Salar de Uyuni brines could generate just in several days due to the relatively higher RH and more favorable temperatures. As one can see in Figure 2a , just in one and a half months of brine season (July-September) these small developing Salar de Uyuni brines turn into huge pools. The days when we opted for field work were carefully selected when the brines were not too small to observe small temporal scale changes and not too huge to make them irrelevant as an analogue. Thus, making more dynamical observations, which could last over several weeks was not ideal in the present case and whichever observations we had to take, it had to be within a short-temporal span since a couple of days of water activity in Salar de Uyuni is almost equivalent to the expected seasonal water activity in RSL on Mars. The study area was identified using high-resolution temporal Google Earth (GE) images, which showed significant brine seasonality ( Figure 2 ) on the slopes. We planned the field work during 22-26 August 2017 for two locations that are~4 km apart ( Figure 1 ). The month of August was selected because the brines were not overly developed to completely cover the slopes and not too underdeveloped to show insignificant variations at the diurnal scale. Moreover, the briny water was transparent during the days on which field work was conducted and the base terrain was clearly visible, thereby allowing for drone-based geomorphometry and terrain modeling. The subsequent methodological steps are discussed in the following sections. Although the mixing zone predominantly displayed south-facing slope-orientation (aspect) with similar brine morphologies, we tried to select two mapping locations (Figure 1b ,c) based on several dissimilarities. The two locations showed slight differences in slope and aspect conditions, with Location 2 (Figure 1c ) being slightly steeper and facing south-west direction, in contrast to the south-facing gentler slopes at Location 1 (Figure 1b ). Location 1 had interconnected and larger brines (maximum length~65 m on 22 August 2017) compared to Location 2, where several of the brines were separated and comparatively smaller, with the largest brine reaching up to a length of~52 m on 22 August 2017. Due to the slightly steeper slopes, the observed brine changes at Location 2 were more prominent on diurnal scales than at Location 1. Hence, we decided to perform the repeat flight for Location 2 at a two-day interval (22 August and 24 August) and for Location 1 at a four-day interval (22 August and 26 August) to better capture the short-term changes. Table 1 of Lamparelli et al. [75] . The numbers on the bar plots represent the corresponding images in (a). The data provider for the GE images in (a) is CNES/Airbus. Table 1 of Lamparelli et al. [75] . The numbers on the bar plots represent the corresponding images in (a). The data provider for the GE images in (a) is CNES/Airbus.
Materials and Methods
The following methodological steps were taken to achieve the research objectives.
Ground Control Points (GCPs)
The main objective of the field trip was to perform repeated UAV flights at two different locations and generate temporal DEMs and orthomosaics. These repeat DEMs that were generated for different days were used to measure elevation and other geomorphometric changes. Thus, we needed ground control points (GCPs) as common reference points or tie points (TPs) for enforcing a common georectification during the process of generating temporal DEMs. This enforced proper co-registration of the DEMs and made them mutually comparable to obtain accurate differencing results and geomorphometric changes. Therefore, more than ensuring the absolute positional accuracy of the GCP coordinates, which would have ideally required the use of a differential global positioning system (DGPS) unit, our objective was to use the GCPs as TPs to ensure relative positional accuracy and the same coordinates for the repeat DEMs for further comparison. The generic term for such GCPs is "stereo ground control points (SGCPs)" as an SGCP is a cross between a regular GCP and a TP. SGCPs have known ground coordinates (latitude, longitude, and elevation) with acceptable accuracy and are clearly identifiable in two or more images; however, the pixels and line locations vary for each image. Therefore, in addition to determining the relationship between the raw images and the ground, like a GCP, an SGCP also identifies how the images relate to each other, like a TP. The use of SGCPs further results into a stronger mathematical model for terrain modeling. Thus, although extreme absolute accuracy in GCPs was not mandatory for our study, we opted for one of the best possible handheld global positioning system (GPS) options for quick and acceptable GCP collection, which is suitable for our research objectives. We used a Garmin eTrex®30x, which is one of the most accurate handheld GPS units that are presently available and has been widely utilized in various kinds of environmental research in recent years [76] [77] [78] [79] . This GPS has significantly improved accuracy over other hand-held devices due to its ability to use both global navigation satellite system (GLONASS) and GPS satellites. In addition, as shown in Figures 1 and 2 , the field locations were widely open areas without any vegetation, habitation, and cliffs; thus, the reception of the navigation satellites was extremely good and they provided stable and reliable GPS readings. The Garmin eTrex®30x GPS unit also provides the option of increasing the accuracy of GCPs via a feature, namely, "waypoint averaging", by collecting multiple samples over a duration, which the unit automatically averages out to provide the most accurate final coordinates.
For both locations, we started collecting GCPs in the morning of 22 August using two Garmin eTrex®30x GPS units; in total, 19 GCPs were collected for each of the locations in the stable areas ( Figure 1b ,c), 15 of which were used as SGCPs while four were used as check points to estimate the positional inaccuracies in the generated DEMs. The markers that were used to clearly identify the GCPs in the UAV images were similar to those that are depicted in Figure 1b ,c (the red plus marks on white-background cardboard paper of dimensions 30 cm × 30 cm), with the middle of each plus mark used as a GPS recording point. We also made use of the waypoint averaging feature of the GPS unit by recording four points for each location with a 5-minute time interval between each reading. We inserted thin sticks in the middle of the markers after taking all the readings for each point to facilitate their location for placing the markers again, prior to the repeat flights. However, before the next flights, we further confirmed the locations of the markers by comparing them with 22 August GPS readings. All the GCPs were well-distributed, with highest densities in the middle of the flight rectangles, surrounding our points of interest (the yellow circles in Figure 1b ,c).
UAV and Flight Planning
The UAV that was used for the present study was the DJI Phantom 4 Pro quadcopter (Figure 3a,b) . This UAV has a weight (including the battery and propellers) of 1.388 kg, a diagonal size (excluding the propellers) of 35 cm, and a maximum flight time of~30 minutes. The drone has a maximum service ceiling of~6000 m above sea level (asl); in the present work, we flew it below~3730 m asl. The UAV is resistant to a maximum wind speed of 10 m/s with an operating temperature range of 0 • C-40 • C and is equipped with an integrated 3-axis gimbal that provides an extremely narrow angular vibration range (±0.02 • ) and always maintains the preferred camera look-angle. We flew in calm wind conditions with clear skies (Figure 3 ) between the local times of~10 am and 2 pm on all the days when the brines were not frozen, starting at Location 1 and proceeding to Location 2. DJI Phantom 4 Pro uses both GPS and GLONASS satellites and operating frequencies of 2.4-2.483 GHz and 5.725-5.825 GHz, which provide it a high hover accuracy range with respect to GPS positioning (vertical: ±0.5 m; horizontal: ±1.5 m) up to 7 km from the launch site.
The DJI Phantom 4 Pro camera uses a 1" complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) sensor that produces photographs with standard RGB channels. The 20-megapixel sensor has a manually adjustable aperture from F2.8 to F11; it supports autofocus with a focus range from 1 m to infinity and a field of view (FOV) of 84 • and has a mechanical shutter for still imaging while the UAV is moving fast or the object of interest is dynamic. This camera sensor provided us a high spatial resolution of 1.8 cm/pixel, even from a flying altitude of 60 m. The selection of the flying altitude represents a trade-off between the pixel resolution, the completion of the entire flight with only one battery, and a substantial number of photographs (~300 for each location) to enable faster post-processing. Table 1 highlights the various flight plan and image parameters that we employed in the DroneDeploy flight planning freeware during the field data acquisition. The launch and landing sites were the same for all the flights at each location. To increase the density and accuracy of the point clouds and stereo-imaging, we ensured a high degree of overlap (side overlap = 70% and front overlap = 85%) between the images. 
Generation of DEMs and Orthomosaics
The aerial photos were processed for DEM and orthomosaic generation using Agisoft PhotoScan Pro stand-alone licensed software. Agisoft PhotoScan Pro is a stand-alone software package that performs photogrammetric processing of digital images and generates 3D spatial data that are compatible with other GIS applications using structure-from-motion (SfM) photogrammetry, which was originally developed by Ullman [80] . For UAV-based surface modeling, Agisoft PhotoScan Pro is a proven performer amongst several widely used software 
The aerial photos were processed for DEM and orthomosaic generation using Agisoft PhotoScan Pro stand-alone licensed software. Agisoft PhotoScan Pro is a stand-alone software package that performs photogrammetric processing of digital images and generates 3D spatial data that are compatible with other GIS applications using structure-from-motion (SfM) photogrammetry, which was originally developed by Ullman [80] . For UAV-based surface modeling, Agisoft PhotoScan Pro is a proven performer amongst several widely used software packages, such as Erdas-LPS, EyeDEA (University of Parma), Pix4UAV, and PhotoModeler Scanner [81] . Agisoft PhotoScan has been widely used in a variety of environmental research in recent years e.g., [16, [82] [83] [84] .
Agisoft PhotoScan Pro has a fully automated workflow for 3D reconstruction and, in addition to its proven capability for accurate surface modeling e.g., [81] , PhotoScan has several other advantages that suited our project and objectives: It comes at an affordable cost; it has a user-friendly graphic interface, and can derive sensor parameters intrinsically to perform calibration, local processing, and high-resolution and robust 3D modeling to generate outputs in multiple file formats that are compatible with other geospatial software [82] . A detailed account of the inherent SfM procedure and the workflow in PhotoScan are presented in Verhoeven [85] . Here, we briefly discuss the steps for deriving DEMs and orthomosaics from the aerial survey data. Agisoft PhotoScan Pro can generate the DEM in three primary stages:
1. Photograph alignment (bundle adjustment): Agisoft PhotoScan aligns the series of photos from a UAV survey using the camera location coordinates and algorithms to automatically detect stable common features among the images and determine the location and alignment of each camera position with respect to others [81, 82] . This process is also called bundle adjustment and it generates a 3D sparse point cloud using the stereo-imaging, projection, and intersection of pixel rays from the different positions [82] . Depending on the computational efficiency of the processing computer, these steps can take widely varying times to complete and the selection of the processing parameters typically involves a trade-off between the computation time, the required accuracy, and the resolution of the results. However, for the entire data processing task, we employed a highly efficient computer with the following specifications: (i) Central processing unit (CPU): Intel Xeon E5-2650 v4, 12 cores, 24 threads, (ii) random-access memory (RAM): 256 GB, and (iii) graphics card: Nvidia Geforce Titan XP 12 GB GDDR5X. This computer enabled us not to compromise on any processing parameter, and we opted for the highest values for running the algorithms. For photograph alignment, we opted for the "Highest" accuracy and the highest possible numbers of tie points and key points in the processing tool window. For both locations, the photograph alignment took several hours and the results of the alignment process are shown in Figure 4 .
2. Geometry building and dense point cloud generation: Before beginning this step, we can import GPS-derived GCPs into the processing and use the GCP markers that are observable in the images to assign more accurate GCP locations to the computed dense point cloud instead of proceeding with the on-board UAV GPS-based locations. The GCP coordinates also enable us to create a local coordinate system for precise scaling and alignment of the point cloud. A densification technique is applied on the already-generated sparse point cloud to derive a 3D dense point cloud using multi-view stereopsis (MVS) or depth mapping techniques [86] . The field GCP markers were observed, reviewed, and corrected in~35% of the photographs that were captured for both locations. After this manual transfer of the local coordinates of the GCPs to the photographs, the model geometry is corrected via the Optimize Alignment tool in PhotoScan, followed by the intrinsic process of matching features to complete the final phase of geometry building to generate an accurate high-resolution 3D dense point cloud [82] . For this step, we opted for the "Ultra high" processing parameter and "Aggressive" depth filtering to derive the best possible results; the formed dense point cloud is shown in Figure 4 . Our areas of interests were the middle, densest portions of the point clouds (the yellow ellipses in Figure 4 ) that were surrounded by the maximum number of GCPs (the yellow ellipses in Figure 1b ,c).
3. Texture building and DEM generation: In this step, the generated 3D dense point cloud provides a continuous surface that can be triangulated and rendered with the original imagery to build a textured 3D mesh and create the final digital surface model [82] and, subsequently, the orthomosaics. For the DEMs, the dense point cloud was selected as the source data, with enabled interpolation and a pixel resolution of 2 cm/pixel, and WGS 1984 UTM Zone 19S as the coordinate system. For orthomosaics generation, the DEMs were selected as surface data, with enabled hole filling and 2 cm/pixel output resolution. August 2017 surveys that were generated in the Agisoft PhotoScan Pro stand-alone licensed software. The yellow ellipses highlight our areas of interest in the middle, densest portion of the point clouds.
Geomorphometry
We focused on deriving first-and second-order terrain derivatives, such as the slope, aspect, curvature, and surface roughness, for geomorphometric analyses e.g., [55, [87] [88] [89] [90] [91] . We employed the Spatial Analyst toolbox of the ArcGIS software version 10.6.1 to derive the slope, aspect, and curvature geomorphometric parameters. For a given elevation pixel, the Slope tool computes the maximum rate of change in the elevation value from that pixel to its eight adjoining pixels, whereas the Aspect tool determines the alignment of the slope in terms of the maximum rate of change from each pixel to its eight neighbors [88, 92] . The Curvature tool of the Spatial Analyst toolbox calculates the second-order derivative of the input surface on a per-pixel basis for each pixel, for which a fourth-order polynomial is fitted to a surface that is composed of a 3 × 3 window [88, 93, 94] . We used the Geospatial Data Abstraction Library (GDAL) Roughness tool within the QGIS 2.18.23 software to derive surface roughness. The Roughness tool accepts elevation data as input and calculates the largest inter-cell difference of a central pixel and its surrounding pixels for each pixel [95] . We used the Reclassify tool within the Spatial Analyst toolbox of ArcGIS 10.6.1 to further classify the aspect, curvature, and roughness geomorphometric parameters into various classes, as shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6 . The aspect and curvature classification schemes are explained in the respective tool help sections of the ArcGIS 10.6.1 software. To classify the surface roughness parameter, we employed the "Natural Breaks" option as this classification is based on natural groupings that are inherent to the data and classes are identified based on similar values and maximum differences between classes [96] . In order to obtain the error limit for our difference DEMs, we used the equation (1) as proposed by Etzelmüller [97] . 
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where, Mean ∆h is the mean error in elevation difference, and Mean h 1 and Mean h 2 are the mean elevation errors in the repeat DEMs.
Results and Discussions
The following sections summarize the key results of our study within the predefined objectives.
DEMs, Orthomosaics, and Geomorphometric Parameters
The DEMs, orthomosaics, and other geomorphometric parameters are shown in Figures 5 and 6 for Locations 1 and 2, respectively. The briny water was transparent during all the days on which field work was conducted and the base terrain was clearly visible (Figures 5b and 6b ), thereby allowing for drone-based imaging, geomorphometry, and terrain modeling. We selected five morphologically distinct brine samples for the analyses from the two locations as the representatives of all the brine streams in the region. The morphological characteristics of these samples are listed in Table 2 . As discussed previously, several smaller and disjoint brines (Samples 1-4) were observed at Location 2 and we started the analyses from there. Location 1 had the largest sample (Sample 5), which was a composite of multiple contributing brines that were attached to one another. The longest brine sample was Sample 4, while Sample 5 had the largest areal span. Sample 2 was the smallest and represented a newly developed brine stream. Samples 1 and 4 displayed a largely linear morphology, which was most similar to RSL and the majority of the slope streaks that have been observed on Mars [55, 98] . However, Martian slope streaks are also known to display a wide range of morphologies, such as fan-shape, curvilinear, and splitting/branching [51] (Figure 7) . A striking morphological similarity is observed between Samples 1 and 4, and the curvilinear slope streaks (Figure 7e ). The slope streaks are large-scale features on Mars with the usual dimensions about an order of magnitude larger than the Salar streaks ( Figure 7e ). In Table 3 , we have summarized the characteristics of the geomorphometric parameters that were derived from the 22 August 2017 DEM for all the brine samples that are shown in Figures 5 and 6. As mentioned above, we used check points for comparing the generated DEMs with GPS measurements and average absolute difference between DEMs and GPS coordinates were found to be 2.3 mm in horizontal and 2.8 mm in vertical. It should be noted that the GPS unit used by us can have inherent geolocation inaccuracy of 1-2 m on flat surfaces and the discussed results henceforth should be considered accordingly in terms of their absolute accuracy. Despite differing in size, Samples 1 and 4 showed similar elevation ranges, with the same mean elevation of~3661.96 m. However, being the longest of all the brines, Sample 4 displayed remarkably higher values for local slopes (mean = 6.66 • ), curvature (mean = −0.21 mm −1 ), and roughness (mean = 6.69 mm) due to its stretch throughout all the mixing zones. In addition, the significantly higher standard deviation values for all these parameters for Sample 4 further demonstrate the wide terrain variability within this brine. All the brines displayed, on average, a more concave (negative mean value) curvature owing to slow subsurface erosion by the flowing brines. Another point worth mentioning here is that these five brines exhibited widely variable slope ranges at their initiation points. The slopes at the points of initiation varied from as high as~40 • for Sample 1 to as low as~3 • for Sample 4. Such broad slope ranges have also been displayed by the triggering points of Martian slope streaks, with~8% of streaks originating even at gentler slopes of <10 • , which are unsuitable for any dry-mass movement flow e.g., [55] . 
Short-Term Geomorphometric Changes in the Brines and their Surroundings
To estimate the changes in the geomorphometric parameters between 22 and 26 August at Location 1 and 22 and 24 August at Location 2, we subtracted the geomorphometric rasters of 26 August and 24 August from the corresponding 22 August rasters. In Table 4 , we have compiled the statistics regarding the observed changes and several interesting inferences can be made based on them. The average rates of bottom surface elevation change for brines were~0.6 mm/day at Location 1 and 1.44 mm/day at Location 2. According to the elevation changes, the least developed and smallest sample, namely, Sample 2, understandably displays minimal volumetric mass movement and elevation change from 22 to 24 August at Location 2 ( Table 4 ). While we understand that all the average absolute differences between DEMs and GPS coordinates as reported in Section 4.1 are in the mm-range and their quantification can further be improved by more repeat surveys and DGPS-based field measurements, the nearly one-tenth (~0.1) of a pixel co-registration accuracy provides us an acceptable control over the reported elevation changes in the DEMs (Table 4 ). Such surficial changes are clearly observable in Figures 8 and 9 , thus removing any doubt from the selection of the pixel resolution that we opted for this research. Moreover, our DEM differencing results are in the mm-scale and still larger than one-tenth of the 2 cm/pixel DEM resolution (Table 4 ) as compared to several other well-cited studies e.g., [97, 99, 100] , which report mean elevation differences, which are even lesser than one-tenth of the pixel resolutions of their respective DEMs. Here, we are going to compare two models for each of the locations and consistent with respect to each other, but due to the lack of precise DGPS inputs, may also likely be deformed at the start. This means that even individual DEM derivatives derived from these DEMs can have some level of uncertainty. However, by using same methods, processing parameters, and SGCPs, we have ensured that the level of these intrinsic deformations (if any) is similar, coherent, and consistent between the repeat DEMs as our main aim here is to observe the "changes" between the repeat DEMs. When we compared the elevations of subsequent DEMs (22 and 26 August at Location 1 and 22 and 24 August at Location 2) at all 30 stable GCPs and eight check points for both locations (Figure 1b,c) , we observed an extremely low average deviation of 2.8 ± 0.3 mm, which can be attributed to our use of the same flight plans, GCPs, and image processing system and parameters for DEM and orthomosaic generations. The average of mean error in the difference DEMs at eight check points for both the locations as calculated using equation 1 was found to be~3.9 mm. However, in terms of absolute accuracy, again this error is in addition to the intrinsic GPS errors as mentioned above.
The bottom surface elevation changes during the consecutive mapping days; thus, the corresponding volumetric mass movement values essentially agree with the brine size and areal coverage for Location 2 (Tables 2 and 4 ). However, despite being significantly larger than the brine samples at Location 2 (Table 2) , Sample 5 at Location 1 showed elevation changes that were greater than those of only the smallest brine (Sample 2). Additionally, we must take into account that Sample 5 was revisited after four days, in contrast to the two-day observation gap for the samples at Location 2. However, Sample 5 still showed considerably lesser surficial changes, which further demonstrates the significant role that terrain parameters, such as the slope and aspect, could play in defining the flow and mass movements within such brines. The mean slope for Sample 5 was smaller compared to other samples (Table 3 ) and the slope can be a decisive parameter in controlling the flow rates and mass movement. Table 4 . Geomorphometric changes (mean ± standard deviation) in and around brine samples that were derived from the consecutive UAV acquisitions. Please note that the average of mean error in the difference DEMs at eight checkpoints was found to be~3.9 mm for both the locations. Several other inferences can be made from the statistics that are listed in Table 4 . For example, the standard deviations of the bottom surface elevation changes for the brines at both locations are of the same order of magnitude as the corresponding elevation changes, thereby indicating significant variability. This high variability in elevation changes can be explained by localized salt and regolith removal at specific areas within the brines (Figure 8b and Figure 8d ). In Figure 8a , we highlight a region within Sample 2 (yellow and blue rectangles) that displayed significant elevation changes within the two days between the consecutive flights. The orange rectangle and the inset image in Several other inferences can be made from the statistics that are listed in Table 4 . For example, the standard deviations of the bottom surface elevation changes for the brines at both locations are of the same order of magnitude as the corresponding elevation changes, thereby indicating significant variability. This high variability in elevation changes can be explained by localized salt and regolith removal at specific areas within the brines (Figure 8b,d) . In Figure 8a , we highlight a region within Sample 2 (yellow and blue rectangles) that displayed significant elevation changes within the two days between the consecutive flights. The orange rectangle and the inset image in Figure 8b show a zoomed-in view and a field photograph of this area, respectively. Since Sample 2 was the smallest and least developed brine sample that we selected and within two days we observed regolith removal, we also examined an adjacent brine that was larger and relatively well-developed and found considerable evidence (Figure 8d ) that at short temporal scales, such localized regolith removals can take place within these terrestrial brines. All the brines except Sample 4 displayed increases in surface slope and roughness, with significantly higher corresponding standard deviation values (Table 4 ). However, for Sample 4, the slope and roughness decreased during the days of observation and the standard deviation values were nearly twice those of the other samples. Sample 4 was narrow and the longest sample, with~4 m of elevation change from the point of its initiation to its terminus ( Table 2) , and had nearly double the slope and roughness values of the other samples (Table 3) ; hence, it could not only have a faster erosion rate but also be unsuitable for supporting intra-brine depositions of displaced regolith in regions that have nearly flat slopes, thereby decreasing the surface roughness within the brine in general. Such downslope depositions of removed regolith over the plane surface within the brines have been observed in the other samples (Figure 9a ) with gentler slopes. However, towards the terminus of Sample 4, we observed an area that was full of troughs on 22 August but was substantially filled with the sedimentation of eroded salt and regolith on 24 August (Figure 9b ), which further explains the observed decrease in the surface roughness. Thus, such longer brines that traverse across all the mixing zones contribute significantly towards long-range salt, regolith, and nutrient mixing and mass transfer in continental salt flats.
Sample
On average, for all the brine samples, the local curvature in general and the concavity of the surface in particular increased during the observation periods (Table 4 ). Being a second-order derivative of the input surface, such an increase in the curvature at certain places is a direct indicator of erosion and surface depressions that are generated on short temporal scales of 2-4 days. This increase in local curvature was prominent for Samples 4 and 5 (Table 4 ) and, as shown in Figure 9 , these were the brines that exhibited maximal terrain changes in terms of erosion and deposition, which is possibly due to the narrower and faster flows in Sample 4 and the steeper terrain and significant volume of the developed brine in Sample 5, which could dissolve and displace substantial amounts of salt and regolith. In addition, we performed an analysis to identify changes in the immediate vicinity of the brine samples. Considering the rate of brine-induced perturbations, we demarcated a 3 m buffer area around all the brine samples in the 22 August orthomosaics for monitoring the terrain changes within this buffer and observed slight increases in the surface elevations (Table 4 ) due to the deposition of transferred salts and regolith by the brines. On average, the increases in terrain elevation were 0.08 mm/day for Sample 5 at Location 1 and 0.21 mm/day for the brine samples at Location 2 ( Table 4 ). The observed standard deviations in the changed elevation values were nearly double the values, which demonstrated that substantial parts of these buffer areas not only gained deposited salt and regolith but also lost salt and regolith due to the expansion in the brines during the observation periods. In addition, the altitudinal disparities between the removed salts and regolith from the brines and the deposited salts and regolith around the brines (Table 4 ) demonstrate the importance of intra-brine regolith shifts at diurnal scales. 
Salar de Uyuni as an Analogue for the Martian Brine Environment
Several terrestrial analogues for expected Martian brines have been reported. They exhibit a seasonality that is similar to that of RSL and a morphology that is similar to slope streaks as reported from the McMurdo Dry Valleys, Antarctica e.g., [55, 56, 62, [101] [102] [103] . Understandably, the terrestrial meteorology is too dynamic to allow the formation and sustained existence of natural brines in open environments as finding regions with coexisting salty dust and favorable atmospheric deliquescence conditions is extremely difficult on Earth and even if a briny feature is formed, there is always the possibility that high temperatures, a precipitation event, or dust storms could erase or obliterate it. If we consider the plausible briny origin of Martian RSL or slope streaks, then precise studies of the short-lived terrestrial brines are necessary for making inferences regarding the possible formation, geochemistry, and rheology of the proposed Martian brines. To achieve these objectives, we must first identify and characterize the limited number of such analogue sites that exist on Earth.
As one of the pioneering works in this regard, Head et al. [56] reported slope streak analogues from the Upper Wright Valley in Antarctica. The formation mechanism of these analogues, as proposed by Head et al. [56] , involves melting of seasonal snowpack, followed by percolation and downslope migration of the meltwater into the dry substrate over the impermeable permafrost layer. In the finer-grained colluvium at lower elevations, capillarity draws this meltwater towards 
As one of the pioneering works in this regard, Head et al. [56] reported slope streak analogues from the Upper Wright Valley in Antarctica. The formation mechanism of these analogues, as proposed by Head et al. [56] , involves melting of seasonal snowpack, followed by percolation and downslope migration of the meltwater into the dry substrate over the impermeable permafrost layer. In the finer-grained colluvium at lower elevations, capillarity draws this meltwater towards the surface, thereby wetting it and forming the streaks. Thus, the mechanism that was proposed by Head et al. [56] was not entirely related to salt-based deliquescence. In later years, Levy et al. [103] reported more such analogues from the adjacent Taylor Valley in Antarctica and called them "water tracks". Although they also suggested that the features were a result of snow and ice melts, as proposed by Head et al. [56] , Levy et al. [103] further established that these water tracks dynamically conveyed the salts and other solutes across the valley. Based on geomorphological and seasonal similarities, Levy [62] further proposed an analogy between the Antarctic water tracks and Martian RSL. Dickson et al. [101] reported these water tracks to be rich in CaCl 2 Gough et al. [102] provided substantial simulation-based and field-derived observational evidence that seasonal brine formation via deliquescence by CaCl 2 salts might be contributing significantly to the origin and enrichment of water tracks. Recently, an englacial hydrologic system of brine formation underneath a cold glacier in the McMurdo Dry Valleys (Antarctica) was investigated using radio echo sounding, combined with LiDAR DEM [104] . This study demonstrated that under the glacier, the presence of a network of subparallel basal crevasses enables the injection of pressurized subglacial brine into the ice, which finally appears as the "Blood Falls". Such campaigns in remote regions, particularly in Antarctica, are extremely costly and difficult to organize and identifying other terrestrial analogues for Martian brines can provide better opportunities for us to study them.
Against the background of the abovementioned discussion on the presence and the need to explore and study such proposed Martian brines analogues, Salar de Uyuni can be considered a perfect candidate. The study area, which is shown in Figure 1 , has no precipitation and minimal meteorological dynamics during the winter months [75] (Figure 2b) , thereby ensuring prolonged stable surficial and atmospheric conditions for brine development and flows. In addition, this site has a confirmed location that is outside the permafrost zone [105] , thereby eliminating any possibility of permafrost or seasonal snowpack melt contributions to the formation of brines. Therefore, unlike in Antarctica, the observed brines in Salar de Uyuni are formed solely due to salt deliquescence and can provide important inferences about the development and rheology of the proposed Martian brines. These brines in Salar de Uyuni have Na + , Ca 2+ , and K + as dominant cation species and Cl − and SO 4 2− as dominant anions [106] . Thus, like the expected constituents of the proposed Martian brines e.g., [55, 57] , the Salar de Uyuni brines are also prominently rich in chlorides and sulfates. In Figure 2a , we have compiled several high-resolution Google Earth images from different seasons to show the brine seasonality in the mixing zones that are north of the salt flat. The proposed Salar analogue site is relatively more approachable than Antarctica in terms of logistics, terrain mapping, field experimentation, and sampling. From the results that were discussed in Section 4.2, we can make several inferences in terms of analogy with possible Martian brines and salt flat environments. The first inference is regarding the inability to observe any topographic relief that pertains to a failed layer as a result of mass movement in most of the proposed Martian brines, such as RSL or slope streaks [55] . Although based on shadow length measurements, in some of the observations from High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment (HiRISE) images, where Chuang et al. [107] were able to observe some topographic relief, they calculated the failed layer depth to be of the order of a meter or less. Chuang et al. [107] and Burleigh et al. [108] also demonstrated that slope streak formation can be triggered by falling boulders and meteoroid impacts and the few slope streaks for which any topographic relief could be observed are typically the streaks that are associated with such boulder or meteoroid impacts. An example of this phenomenon is presented in Figure 10 , where a recent meteoroid impact has created a slope streak within which terrain perturbations that correspond to fluidized flows can be observed clearly. This inability to easily detect any topographic relief that corresponds to a failed layer for RSL or slope streaks can be attributed to the low observed average rate of elevation change, namely,~1.02 mm/day, in terrestrial seasonal brines. First, according to the published accounts of RSL, they are seasonal features on Mars and they appear and keep growing [64] like Salar de Uyuni brines during a particular seasons when the temperature and RH conditions allow the possibility of transient liquid waters. An example of the presence of RSL and its association with visible salt-bearing deposits, analogous to Salar de Uyuni brines, is presented in Figure 11 for Aureum Chaos, which is a major canyon system and collapsed area on Mars that is abundant in hydrated or clay minerals (phyllosilicates) and salts as a result of vast groundwater discharge in the past. However, compared to Salar de Uyuni brines, RSLs are significantly narrower and smaller in dimensions with widths of 0.5-5 m and lengths that reach a maximum of several tens of meters [64] . Hence, the volume of formed brines in RSL can possibly be significantly lower compared to the terrestrial brines, thereby leading to lower erosion rates. In addition, the error limits for HiRISE-derived elevations can be of the order of~0.5 m in vertical precision [98] , which further limits the accuracy of surface elevation change measurements and demonstrates that the mm-scale surface elevation changes are well within the m-scale error limits and unresolvable using HiRISE-derived topography. Over the past decade, HiRISE has contributed immensely to the detections, visual observations, and studies of such small-scale surface features on Mars [51, 109, 110] but the reliable measurements of temporal topographical perturbations in such features require even higher resolutions. The highest possible HiRISE resolution is 25 cm/pixel and in the case of the observed terrestrial brines in Salar de Uyuni, observing terrain relief was not possible even in 2 cm/pixel images for most of the brines. However, the highest resolution HiRISE images (25 cm/pixel) are not many in number and the resolutions for the majority of them usually vary between 30-40 cm/pixel. Figure 8d ,e highlight the variation that such a resolution difference can make in the visual analyses. When we resampled the brine that is shown in Figure 8d and decreased its resolution from 2 cm/pixel to 30 cm/pixel (Figure 8e ), all previously observable topographic changes were no longer resolvable. Second, slope streaks are not seasonal; they are formed as a one-time event [51, 55, 98] and appear as a surface-staining phenomenon. Figure 8c displays an analogous scenario similar to slope streaks, where the terrestrial brine is covering a previously dry region; thus, it appears as a stained surface that has no terrain perturbations. Significantly less salt and regolith were removed during this fresh flow (Figure 8c ) and this removal could only be detected via DEM comparisons. However, Martian slope streaks are substantially larger than RSL or terrestrial brines and reach up to kilometers [55, 98] . Therefore, the formed brine volume in a slope streak can be transiently liquid, but more than or comparable to that of terrestrial brines, which can explain why we observe terrain changes that correspond to fluidized flows and topographic relief, as shown in Figure 10 , only for a few slope streaks. These streaks may possibly be the only streaks that could have enough transient brine volume to generate sufficient mass movements and surface changes at the cm-scale, which could be detected by the HiRISE camera. From the results that were discussed in Section 4.2, we can make several inferences in terms of analogy with possible Martian brines and salt flat environments. The first inference is regarding the inability to observe any topographic relief that pertains to a failed layer as a result of mass movement in most of the proposed Martian brines, such as RSL or slope streaks [55] . Although based on shadow length measurements, in some of the observations from High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment (HiRISE) images, where Chuang et al. [107] were able to observe some topographic relief, they calculated the failed layer depth to be of the order of a meter or less. Chuang et al. [107] and Burleigh et al. [108] also demonstrated that slope streak formation can be triggered by falling boulders and meteoroid impacts and the few slope streaks for which any topographic relief could be observed are typically the streaks that are associated with such boulder or meteoroid impacts. An example of this phenomenon is presented in Figure 10 , where a recent meteoroid impact has created a slope streak within which terrain perturbations that correspond to fluidized flows can be observed clearly. This inability to easily detect any topographic relief that corresponds to a failed layer for RSL or slope streaks can be attributed to the low observed average rate of elevation change, namely, ~1.02 mm/day, in terrestrial seasonal brines. First, according to the published accounts of RSL, they are seasonal features on Mars and they appear and keep growing [64] like Salar de Uyuni brines during a particular seasons when the temperature and RH conditions allow the possibility of transient liquid waters. An example of the presence of RSL and its association with visible salt-bearing deposits, analogous to Salar de Uyuni brines, is presented in Figure 11 for Aureum Chaos, which is a major canyon system and collapsed area on Mars that is abundant in hydrated or Another important observation that was made during the present research is that the fluidized phase in the Salar de Uyuni brines was transparent and the base terrain of the brines was clearly visible during the field work, which corresponds to the presence of majorly pure liquid phase in the brines and not only salt-hydrate complexes, thereby suggesting that a well-developed deliquescence mechanism is responsible for the formation of these brines. The brines in Salar de Uyuni have high concentrations of Ca 2+ and Cl − ions [106] and CaCl 2 can show very high eutectics at diurnal scales [55] in the temperature and RH conditions of Salar de Uyuni. CaCl 2 should spontaneously dissolve into the liquid phase by deliquescence under such temperature and RH conditions; thus, the formed brines are abundant in a pure liquid phase that contains completely dissolved salt species and has high transparency. This further demonstrates the sequence of formation mechanisms of such terrestrial brines, in which the upper-crust salts on the higher slopes of EMZ initially undergo sapping or deliquescence via interaction with subsurface or atmospheric water, respectively, when the temperature and RH conditions are favorable. Subsequently, the produced pure liquid phase, after gaining enough volume, starts moving downslope, thereby facilitating the sapping/deliquescence of adjacent salty slopes and gradually increasing in dimensions throughout the brine season. Observing this transparency in brines from a UAV platform is important not only for demonstrating UAV's usability for such research but also for confirming a large-scale deliquescence in a terrestrial environment, which may have implications for our understanding of similar extraterrestrial processes. Another important observation that was made during the present research is that the fluidized phase in the Salar de Uyuni brines was transparent and the base terrain of the brines was clearly visible during the field work, which corresponds to the presence of majorly pure liquid phase in the brines and not only salt-hydrate complexes, thereby suggesting that a well-developed deliquescence mechanism is responsible for the formation of these brines. The brines in Salar de Uyuni have high concentrations of Ca 2+ and Clions [106] and CaCl2 can show very high eutectics at diurnal scales [55] in the temperature and RH conditions of Salar de Uyuni. CaCl2 should spontaneously dissolve into the liquid phase by deliquescence under such temperature and RH conditions; thus, the formed brines are abundant in a pure liquid phase that contains completely dissolved salt species and has high transparency. This further demonstrates the sequence of formation mechanisms of such terrestrial brines, in which the upper-crust salts on the higher slopes of EMZ initially undergo sapping or deliquescence via interaction with subsurface or atmospheric water, respectively, when the temperature and RH conditions are favorable. Subsequently, the produced pure liquid phase, after gaining enough volume, starts moving downslope, thereby facilitating the sapping/deliquescence of adjacent salty slopes and gradually increasing in dimensions throughout the brine season. Observing this transparency in brines from a UAV platform is important not only for demonstrating UAV's usability for such research but also for confirming a large-scale deliquescence in a terrestrial environment, which may have implications for our understanding of similar extraterrestrial processes. 
Conclusions
The present research explores the short-term intra-seasonal terrain changes of the briny salt flat environment at unprecedented spatial resolutions using UAVs and makes analogous inferences with implications for proposed Martian brines. We have provided detailed information on a methodology for obtaining topographical data, which may also be helpful for other researchers in UAV flight planning and execution. The use of UAVs for temporal monitoring of such salt flats can improve our knowledge about nutrient transport across the salt flat mixing zones, precise modeling of ecological vulnerability, and mineralogical estimations. Such high-resolution and UAV-based geomorphometric mapping of salt flat brines had never been performed before and the results of the present study demonstrate the high diurnal dynamism in these seasonal brines and further provide important inferences for several unresolved issues that are related to understanding the proposed Martian brines. For example, the absence of observable topographic relief or terrain perturbations within most of the proposed Martian brines appears to be more of an issue related to the remote sensor's spatial resolution limits than the actual absence of erosion and deposition features within or around the proposed Martian brines, demonstrating the possibility of fluidized flows within the Martian surface features that are projected as Martian brines. The dependence of the rate of terrain change within the Salar brines on the slope and size of the brines further explains the wide dimensional and topographical variabilities that are observed in the proposed Martian brines.
Here, we established Salar de Uyuni as a more suitable terrestrial analogue for the proposed Martian brines than the previously published analogues from Dry Valleys, Antarctica due to Salar's location outside permafrost or snowy terrain in a cold arid environment. It is easier to reach Salar de Uyuni and conduct analogous brine research. Thus, we expect the present research to motivate future studies in this direction. In addition, in the present paper, our focus is primarily to discuss the brine analogy between salt flats on Earth and salty terrain on Mars. However, such salt flats in South America can be extremely useful for establishing many geological e.g., [48, 111, 112] and astrobiological e.g., [113, 114] analogies. For example, as a future prospect, analogous research between the salt desiccation polygons in Salar de Uyuni and the cracks that are found in a recently discovered evaporated salt pond on Mars [115] (Figure 12) can be established to model the landscape evolution in such salt flats. In addition, the morphological differences between the polygons in the same image frame, as shown in the insets of Figure 12b , can further be established as an indicator of minute groundwater level differences that arise from differential flow rates and mixing [32] within the salt flats at local scales. With the advent of hyperspectral cameras that are mountable on UAVs, the next step in brine analogue research can be to monitor the changing mineralogy and hydration levels of such terrestrial brines and their surroundings throughout the season to reveal the mystery behind the differential hydration levels that are observed within and around the proposed Martian brines. Due to logistic issues, a detailed investigation on the absolute DEM accuracy was not possible during the present field work. However, we later tried to estimate the absolute positional accuracy of the generated DEM for our UAV system with respect to the Trimble R10 Integrated Differential Global Navigation Satellite System (DGNSS) for a flat test area as the study area. The obtained root mean square error (RMSE) was~7 m in vertical and~2 m in horizontal without using any GCP and solely relying on the GPS onboard the UAV; sufficient enough for our objectives, which mainly focused on imaging and observing dimensional changes in the streaks and were independent of the requirement of the absolute positional accuracy. Yet, our use of SGCPs provides better confidence to the obtained results and inferences. This range of RMSE is reported by another recent study [116] for the similar UAV systems. Seasonal monitoring of such brine environments over several years can reveal at high resolution the impact of the changing climate on the hydrology and groundwater dynamics of these ecologically vulnerable regions. It will also be advantageous to add inferences based on numerical simulations consisting of considerations for Martian gravity to derive possible regolith transports within the expected Martian brines. 
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